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CEEM established …
– A formal collaboration between the Faculties of
Engineering, Business (Economics and Management),
also Arts and Social Sciences, Science, Law
– through UNSW Centre aiming to provide Australian research
leadership in interdisciplinary analysis + design of energy
and environmental markets
– focussing in the areas of
 Energy markets within restructured electricity industries
 Related environmental markets – emissions trading, renewable
obligations, energy efficiency certificate trading, Greenpower…
 Wider policy frameworks and instruments for achieving overall energy
and environmental objectives including technology innovation,
infrastructure, energy efficiency, behavioural change…
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Some current CEEM research efforts
 Facilitating renewable energy integration in the NEM
– Market design, resource characterisation, forecasting, high penetration ‘issues’

 Facilitating electric vehicle integration into electricity networks
 Renewable energy policy support options in restructured industries
– eRET, feed-in tariffs

 Modelling participant behaviour in electricity markets
– Interactions between spot and derivative markets

 Climate and energy policy mixes
– Establishing robust policy responses to these challenges

 Technology assessment for sustainable energy policy frameworks
– Energy efficiency, gas and cogeneration, renewables, CCS, nuclear options

 Economic modelling of Distributed Energy
 Energy efficiency policy – regulation, financial mechanisms
 Policy frameworks for technology innovation
– Emerging renewables, Carbon Capture + Storage (CCS)
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Some
recent

Environmental issues and sustainability
• Sustainability as "improving the quality of human life while
living within the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystems“
(www.wikipedia.org).
• Key concept and challenge
– tensions, yet potentially also
synergies, between its
environmental, economic and
social dimensions
– Particularly challenging for
energy industries which
makes vital contribution to
societal welfare, is key
driver of economic
development yet also has
major adverse
environmental
impacts.
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(www.wikipedia.org, 2011)

Possible Global Environmental Boundaries

5
(Rockstrom et al, Nature, 2009)

Interactions: GHG and Overall Human Welfare

(Kenney, thewatt.com, 2008)
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Climate change context

 Generally worsening scientific
prognosis for warming, impacts
 Increasing global emissions
 An evident weakening
international response …but
 some growing national efforts

The impact of the carbon price on industry

Some good news… renewables

(UNEP/NEF, Global Trends in Renewable
Energy Investment, 2011)
The impact of the carbon price on industry

(PM Taskgroup, 2007)

Australia’s
energy +
climate
context
Amongst the world’s
highest per-capita
emissions
An energy + emissions
intensive economy
Continuing emissions
growth in most sectors
including all energy
High agricultural and
LULUCF emissions for
a ‘developed’ country
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A long history of energy policy with some efforts
to address some environmental impacts

Energy
The impact of(World
the carbon
price Council,
on industry2010)
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Australian energy policy objectives
(Australian Govt, Energy White Paper website, 2011)

Possible climate policy implications:
Join the queue.

Renewable Energy and Regulation of the Australian NEM

Australia’s energy (+climate) policies
 One of the world’s
major energy
exporters

(ABARE, Australian Energy, 2011)

– #1 Coal
– #2 Uranium
– #5 LNG

 Exports approaching
2 X consumption

Integration of Renewable Energy Sources into the Electricity Supply System
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….

(ABARE, Australian Energy, 2011)

Integration of Renewable Energy Sources into the Electricity Supply System

Significant existing
fossil-fuel subsidies
in Australia

(The Australian Institute, 2011)
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NEM: Aust’s largest environmental (externalities) market
The Australian
National
Electricity
Market

Environmental externality costs likely
outweigh direct costs; both likely
outweighed by social externality benefits
Coal-fired generation in NSW
(2009-10) Note: supplying >90%
of state electricity

$/MWh estimate

Direct Long Run Marginal Cost
(new SC plant)

$50-55 (Acil Tasman report to
AEMO, 2009)

Direct Short Run Marginal Cost
(fuel, variable O&M)

$10-14 (Acil Tasman as above)

External Health damage costs
(PM10, SOx, NOx)

$13 (mid-range estimate of ATSE
Externalities Study, 2009)

Possible policy implications: does
this look like a traditional
‘externalities’ problem?

External Climate Change damage
$65 (using Stern Review estimate
Energy
at home - longer term challenges
cost
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of $75/tCO2)

Australian Climate (+ Energy) Framework

(Australian Govt, CPRS
White Paper, 2011)

Integration of Renewable Energy Sources into the Electricity Supply System
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Where do our best options lie?
(ClimateWorks Australia, 2010)

.
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Achievements to date: EE policy the ‘Quiet’ Achiever
Estimated emissions reductions over Kyoto significantly greater than renewable
energy or direct abatement policies implemented to date
(Australian Govt, 2010)

Key EE policies
to date have
been regulatory

Energy at home - longer term challenges
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… (continued)
(Australian Govt, 2010)

Energy at home - longer term challenges
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What can governments do regarding C?
 Issue is not whether to price carbon (will cost $ to reduce
emissions, $ to ‘adapt’ if we don’t)
instead, who will pay how much to whom + when
 Options: Tax, Spend and Regulate
 millennia of experience in this

 … or, over last 2 decades, growing interest in creating
‘designer’ markets to achieve environmental objectives
– Renewable Energy Targets, Emissions Trading

 Some insights
– To spend is to tax - Milton Friedman
– Taxation impacts: revenue, redistribution, repricing + representation
– Regulation has a proven track record in environmental challenges
… has only recently fallen out of favour
Energy at home - longer term challenges
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Already many C based energy prices
 Energy highly valuable – vital roles, non-substitutable
– Not just a question of direct costs of extraction + conversion

 Potentially major differences b/n cost and value
 Many of these costs +
(ACCC, 2010)
values are externalities
unless addressed by govts
 Key externalities until now
include social welfare,
resources management,
energy security, pollutants
 … now climate change
and an environmental
price on carbon in Aust.
The impact of the carbon price on industry

Carbon pricing – from theory to practice
(adapted from Clive Spash, Brave New World of Carbon Trading, www.clivespash.org)

 Underlying economic theory on pollution control
–
–
–
–

An aberration on otherwise perfectly functioning markets
Known or knowable pollution control costs and benefits
Optimal pollution control equates marginal costs of control & benefits
Taxes set the price, emissions trading sets the quantity

 … may not adequately address challenges of practical
implementation?
– Oversimplification – range of climate change drivers beyond C
– Existing market failures + other distortions – eg. fossil fuel subsidies
– Markets, power and vested interests

– What about equity considerations?
A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes
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C pricing around the world to date
 Developed countries

(DCCEE, 2011)

– ETS already operating in 27 EU + 4 other countries, New
Zealand, 10 US states. Trials in South Korea + Japan.
– Carbon taxation in UK, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden,
Netherlands + Canada

 Developing countries
– India: coal tax to fund research and development on renewable
energy technologies
– China: value-based tax on coal, oil and gas extraction in largest
gas-producing province, plans to extend to all other western
provinces

 Almost all countries
– A range of ‘implicit’ C prices and subsidies
A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes
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A price on carbon can play a valuable role...
(ClimateWorks Australia, 2010)
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… but has limitations
(ClimateWorks Australia, 2010)
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Possible industry responses
 General positioning
– Virtually all Australian industry stakeholders favour carbon price…
debate instead revolves around what price, when and on who?
– Direct action alternatives increasingly derided

 Some key Industry options
– Seek to stay outside pricing regime
 Best carbon price is one you don’t pay but others do, subsidies possible
however possible risks of other policies, sovereign risks

– Compensation
 Best carbon price is one that others pay for you, windfall profits also
possible …. however can this be maintained?

– Compliance
 Carbon just another cost of doing business, focus on core competencies
… however underlying principle of emissions trading is that price
increases until sufficient action occurs
The impact of the carbon price on industry

(AGL, Working Paper #17, 2010)

Potential impacts of a C
price on electricity prices
 Many price drivers
 Many uncertainties wrt C pricing
 Renewable support as an implicit
C price
 Future price estimates have been
rising over last few years…
 Your final bill still depends on you
(IPART, Draft Determination on Regulated Electricity Prices, 2011)

A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes
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Domestic energy prices now climbing….

(ESAA, Submission to AEMC DSP Issues Paper, 2011)
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In conclusion
 The recently legislated Clean Energy Plan is a decade too
late, clearly inadequate to the scale of the challenge and
highly compromised…
 … and yet still a world leading opportunity for Australia to
finally take serious action and seek international leadership in
a global low carbon future
 The question is now
– Will the key Australian stakeholderseffectively engage and
innovatively respond to this challenge, and opportunity?
 or continue to demand subsidies, compensation, a ‘low’ C price

– Will the political process continue to support them in doing
so through ongoing coherent and comprehensive policy
development and implementation?
The impact of the carbon price on industry

Thank you… and questions
Many of our publications are available at:
www.ceem.unsw.edu.au
The impact of the carbon price on industry

